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Mathematical theories of spinors

 1. Covariant spinors (matrix columns or rows) -

Élie Cartan.

 2. Algebraic spinors - approach is based on theory of 

Clifford algebras. Matrix representation in a 2m 

dimensional

complex space in the form of square matrices 2m ·2m.

 3. Superalgebraic spinors – extension of the theory 

of algebraic spinors and of axiomatic algebraic QFT. Theory 

of C*-algebras. Grassmann variables and derivatives with 

respect to them. CAR-algebra of second quantization of 

fermions ( CAR – Canonical Anticommutation Relations )
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4-component superalgebraic spinors*



Gamma-operators (analogs of matrices): 

two additional compared to Dirac’s theory!



Operators of annihilation and creation of spinor. 

Operator of generalized Dirac conjugation



Discretization of momentum space. Spinor 

vacuum



Properties of the spinor vacuum



Clifford algebra: operators of reflection



CAR algebra: operators of reflection



Reflection operator of all axes except t



Operators Q and P



Operator T1 of time reflection



Operator T1 converts vacuum to alternative 

vacuum



Transposition and time reflection T



Charge conjugation C

Complex conjugation in the Clifford algebra differs 

from the usual complex conjugation. It leaves basis 

Clifford vectors unchanged, even if in the considered 

representation they are complex.



Conclusion 1



Conclusion 2

 Operators T and C are not consistent with 

generalized Dirac conjugation.

 They can only be approximate symmetry operators.

 Symmetry will be observed for phenomena 

described by tensor quantities and involving only 

spinors or only conjugated spinors.

 P, TC, TCP can be symmetry operators of spinors.


